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and abandon to various of the 18 waltzes. Then they do 
the Neue Liebeslieder-waltzer. Written eight years 
later, there is a hard edged bite to them. Now the 
room walls are transparent. The dancers are shadowy 
shades of what once had been. No lilting mannerisms 
here. The effect is unforgettable. 

With that Spring evening from another time and a 
whiff of some of the most joyous and compelling music 
Brahms' wrote, we end our brief, budget, "wraps-off" 
look at the life of this wonderfully warm, witty, 
provincial, searching and profoundly talented man. 

May 4, 1998 William A. Friedlander 

EARLY HISTORY 

In 1970, at the age of 37, I was managing Bartlett 
& CO.'s efforts to enter the computer age. Bartlett, a 
modest sized, Cincinnati based investment advisor, kept 
client records in hand ledgers and on NCR bookkeeping 
sheets. The decision to computerize meant that records 
- thousands and thousands of them - needed to be 
transferred from paper to punch cards - at that time, 
the only way to get information into the computer. 

Before this great transformation each of our 
clients received a quarterly, hand-typed listing of 
their holdings. This report included seven columns of 
information. Three of these had to be calculated by 
multiplying or dividing two of the others and this was 
done by hand on mechanical calculators - those noisy 
machines where you'd punch the buttons and pull the 
crank. 
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Afte: the convers~on to punch cards, we moved 
three tYPl~ts from thelr boring, repetitive jobs to 
some more , l~portant, higher-paying (and equally boring 
and repetltlve) tasks. The work the three formerly did 
was now done by one. The product looked better, was 
more accurate (though we constantly fought key stroke 
errors) and seemed to be l i ked bett e r by Our clients. 
My partne~s were imp~essed - and I knew I had a great 
future - If I could Jus t figure out what it was 
computers actually did i n case one of them asked me . 

Even those elementary IBM punch card processors 
that occupied a small room and had a fiftieth of the 
speed and power of one of today's small laptops seemed 
to me to be the greatest technology leap of the 
century. They were, I believed, right up there with 
the internal combustion engine, electricity and the 
telephone. But the more I saw of them - and the more 
time I spent trying to learn how they worked - the more 
frustrated I became. 

r obviously needed help. Jack Roy had a compute r 
consulting firm whose major client was Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield, a company that could use all the computer help 
he could supply. Jack and I had both attended the same 
graduate school, though he was a few years ahead of me. 
r had met him at a local alumni meeting and had read 
about him and his work in the Enquirer. r believed he 
was the answer to my prayers and called him for lunch. 
It took him less than two minutes to explain what 
computers did and didn't do. 

Said he: "They store, they sort and they print 
and that's all they do." Remember this was 1970 - well 
before the days of graphic images, sound, modems to 
pick up and send e-mail, and color monitors. In fact, 
hard as it may be to believe now, there were no , 
monitors of any kind. All output was on the prlnted 
page, which made things very tough for 
environmentalists trying to preserve our forests. 

So much for my computer education. I had expected 
a long technical explanation of storage mechanisms, 
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transfer rates, logic circuits and input/output 
devices. Instead all I got was. "store, sort and 
print" ! 

I soon learned that Jack had no more idea what 
went on inside of the computer than I did. He was, 
nevertheless, a whiz at selling businesses on the need 
to utilize this new invention to save time and money. 
Indeed he sold me on using his company to process our 
punch cards. Instead of investing in sorters and 
printers I had discovered our first "computer service 
bureau". I told my ever-watchful partners that the 
savings on leased computers we wouldn't need would more 
than pay the cost of his service, as Jack was a much 
tnOl.-e efficient user of computer time than we would be. 
And so he was for eight years. 

But, in 1978, our IBM salesman called on me and 
sang the siren song of the company's latest and most 
forward looking new technology. . DIRECT DATA INPUT!! 

He told us that this spelled the end of punch 
cards and it was a good prophesy indeed. Now, instead 
of punch cards and feeding them into readers, data was 
sent directly to the computer by typing on a keyboard. 
It was the grandfather of systems still in use today. 

After pushing a pencil quite hard I presented the 
partners with a plan suggesting we go "in house" by 
leasing our own computer. I envisioned great savings. 
No more payments to Jack's company, a small dedicated 
staff, flexibility to change rapidly with a growing 
business. The pitch worked, the equipment was 
delivered a month later and we kept a full and growing 
MIS (management information services) department until 
we merged with Legg Mason in 1996 and moved to their 
system. 

THE COMPUTER AND I 

Some of the mystique must have rubbed off on me 
during the time I was working with Jack Roy. 
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I became hooked on computers. The first Apple was 
still a gleam in Steve Job's eye i n 1976 when I bought 
a Texas Instruments programmabl e c a l culator. It could 
be laboriously programmed by stor ing information on 
tiny magnetic cards. My first a t tempt i nvolved 
calculating the yield to maturity on mun icipal bonds. 

Until the mid seventies yield and pr i ce 
calculations were done using huge books f il led with 
tables produced originally i n the 1800 's by thousands 
of manual calculations. I d i s covered the f ormula I 
needed in one of the books a nd was able, after much hit 
and miss work, to program it on to one of the little 
c ards. I mused at the possibi ity of t eaching 
programming at MIT. It was a bou hen tha t Texas 
instruments sent me a catalog of pre - programmed index 
c ards. The one I'd just spent twe ty hours perfecting 
was available for $31 

But I soon realized it wasn't he e nd product so 
uch as the getting there that c a ed e. I have kept 
hat calculator and thirty or s o cards that I 

p rogrammed and have brought t he d ~~ onight for those 
f you interested in what mos t be ~eve was the 

precursor to today's palm held co p ers . 

A year later, in 1979, I bo g t f ' rst home 
omputer, an Apple II. There was 0 Y one home 
omputer dealer in town, a small s hop in Madeira run by 

che first computer nerd I'd ever e . He had b ad body 
dor, hardly ever shaved, couldn't keep ' s shop clean 

a nd spoke in riddles. Yet he ma naged to sell me on 
s pending $1,600 on what he cla imed was Cincinnati's 

enth Apple home computer. (He'd ~een open at least 
s ix months and if he'd only sold n ne co puters that 

ay have explained why he couldn't afford to heat water 
f or a shower.) 

In the next eighteen year s I P rchased eight m~re 
c om uters for my own use at home . Eac~ one, f ollow~ng 
thePnow famous Moore's law that co . put~ng power doubles 
ever 18 months, ran rings around ~ts predecessor and 
costYless too. The most recent was a Dell laptop that 
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weighs six pounds, had fifty times the memory of the 
IBM 360 that filled a smaller room at our office, a 
thirteen inch screen that has a picture of TV quality 
and a sound system that produces high quality stereo 
sound from it's built in CD player - at least when 
hooked to decent speakers. 

Bob Kalthoff, in an elegantly written and 
delivered Budget last week, quoted Bill Gates as 
comparing the auto industry to computer manufacturing. 
gaid Gates: 

"If the auto industry had done what the computer 
industry has done in the last twenty years, a Ferrari 
would now sell for unde r $100, would run 5,000 miles on 
a gallon of gas and would be replaced in three years by 
a new one that would cost $75 and get 7,000 miles per 
gallon. " 

(To which a GM spokesman has supposedly replied: 
"Yes, but most cars don't crash twice a day.") 

THE DARK CLOUD 

For all this progress, however, there is a dark 
cloud on the computer horizon; one that will probably 
affect us all. It goes by the name "millennium bug" or 
"Y2K", short hand for "the year 2000". It is a serious 
problem caused by a trivial nuisance of computer 
programming. 

When I decided this subject could be a Literary 
Club paper it was hardly in the news. In the last few 
months, however, I have been scooped by a torrent of 
newspaper and magazine articles. The first TV special 
was last February. I, however, had passed the point of 
no return and continued with the paper assuming that 
some hoary Club tradition dictated the equivalent of "a 
card laid is a card played." 

As most of you know the programming bug will 
affect hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions, of 
computers one second after midnight on Dec. 31st, 1999. 



Then, if not fixed first, these idiot savants o f the 
technology world will start the 20th century over by 
registering the date as Jan. 1st , 900. 
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Why would a computer not know that 2,000 follows 
1,999? Because, in the sixt ies and seve ties (and in 
to the early eighties), when those ch cards were the 
storage vehicles and even when a~e ~c ape succeeded 
cards, the software was new and e e~hi 9 .a ' 9 to do 
with computers was very expens i e. y a ~o r 
character field was used for da ' es , ass p io 
being that, by the time 200 0 ro::e' ew 
programs would be written. 

As Federal Reserve Chai rman ~~ ree.sp~ said 
recently: 

"The only thing I can say w..:.. ... !:: abo t the 
year 2000 is that it will a rr ive - ~ ~~eJ c :essed 
t hat he had once written sof tware -~- ab re ' aced 
years by dropping "19" because ".e ::e- er :'-~g':'ned s ch 
s oftware would still be used 3 ears _a er. 
Unfortunately, it still is . 

The problem was almost co p_e=e: _ red un ' 1 
t he mid nineties when computer types s=~ed c 
about their "he avy metal", sla 
o r rock music but also for the g 
c omputers - mostly IBM - chugg 'ng a-;a" :a:.r.::': 
t he basement. 

Auditors began to pass on co 
a udit committees who then repor ed -
here would be serious problems wi ~ =~:.~ ters 

that c ome the turn of the century . T e 
t he bad date problem shows up i 
c alculations; time span and order':'::g . 

Time span calculations are 
They involve interest calcula i 
anniversary dates, restock ing da=es , 
etc. 

rrisome. 
e dates, 

8Xp_ra ion dates, 
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. W~th interest, for example, any calculation 
lnvolvlng dates on or after 2000 will cause a negative 
number to be produced. One banker testified to a 
congressional committee ~hat his bank's computers, if 
~ot corrected, could beg1n producing interest credits 
1nstead of charges on all calculations after 1/1/2000. 
Thus, state~ents sent out after June 30th, 2000 will 
convert a SlX month charge into an interest credit for 
99 years and six months! 

Ordering of data involves a different set of 
problems. Think of student records in a university 
computer. The computer sorts them in calendar year 
order so when transcripts or tuition records are 
"filed" they are in chronological order; thus they 
would progress naturally from freshman to senior year. 
All is fine until the freshman class of '97 reaches 
their senior year. Then, if not corrected, these 
seniors will once again become freshman shown as 
students attending school in 1900. 

I have been directly involved in two such 
corporations wrestling with the problem. 

In 1995 I was chairman of the Audit Committee of 
Cincinnati Bell. I had held the job for five years but 
had never heard of Y2K. One day in the spring I read a 
newsletter from our auditors, Coopers & Lybrand, that 
brought me up quick. In it was a rather frightening 
description of the problem with some rough estimates of 
its pervasiveness. Within six months, Coopers, and all 
of the "big six" accounting firms, had special 
departments consulting with information and software 
executives around the world. 

Our Audit Committee was told; "start early and 
devote enough dollars and programmers to the problem to 
make sure it's fixed in time for adequate testing". 

The answer was disturbing for no one was really 
certain how many lines of computer code would have to 
be checked and rewritten. Did we have enough time? 
Could we find programmers who know COBOL, a language 
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that had been replaced fifteen years ago? And what 
about cost to the company.. T e ' r ear y ba l park guess 
was that it was likely to invo . i g more than 
25 million lines of code with an a- e anc cost of more 
than $1 a line! The cost is es ~ ed a about $65 
million, close to 50 cents a s ' .are re-ax ! 

But Cincinnati Bell is an 
it has a 

the software business. It 
many of whom who could 
company's needs. Most 
programmers willing to 
bargaining position. 
are the many companies 
with the problem. 

that 

are c 
es ar~ ' b:essed and 

_n a great 
~ce - S~ & c . So 
~~g ~ dea 

I am also on the audit c ---~~ee : -n~ . ral 
Life Insurance Co., a $5 b ' . - ass_~ =pan wi h a 
significant number of progra c~~= ~ ~=e s_x ~g i 
date. UCL, like Cincinnat i Be:: , : - ' e prob ern 
early with a firm resolve to ge~ ~= =~e c ' e e d of 
this year. 

be ' good 
aL~ ~:<-~g L e problem 

Both Cincinnati Bell a nd 
shape on the Y2K problem. The 
seriously and devoting enough 
risk of a year 2000 problem. 

re red ce the 

What about the "rest of t.e hen I 
started reading about Y2K I t ~cken Lit tle" 
and the falling sky ... more a _e han an 
honest to goodness disaste r as =ed_cced . About 
half way through my reading be_a= ~ see part s of the 
sky actually starting to close . 

The credit card companies a· ~ €-e 0 the problem 
a couple years ago when a merc~~ -r~ed to run a card 
with an expiration date in 2 ~ ~~ S register 
rejected it. 2000 was read as:9 and failed to pass. 
It turns out that software ' - ~e ~eck out machines 
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has a protective code that will not authorize the use 
of expired cards if the clerk doesn't catch it first. 

Apart from credit card companies here's a quick 
run down of where we stand: 

Because they have deep pockets and see the problem 
as one that could lose them valuable clients the 
financial services industry seems to have the best grip 
on the rewriting of millions of lines of code. This 
would include mutual funds, investment firms, insurance 
companies and banks. 

Manufacturing is replacing a lot of hardware and 
software rather than rewriting code - as a result 
they're better than average. 

Next in the pecking order are public utilities and 
some state governments. 

Last, and a distant last at that, comes the 
Federal Government and many European and Asian computer 
users in both private and public sectors. 

One consultant says of the federal government's 
agencies: 

"I have to be careful with what I say because I 
want to do business with them. But it doesn't look 
like they're going to make it." One reason is that the 
government has budgeted just $3.9 billion for a problem 
most analysts say will cost at least ten times that 
number to fix. And the money must come from each 
department's existing appropriations. 

There are two committees of congress studying the 
problem. In a recent report the chairman of the house 
Subcommittee on Government, Management, Information and 
Technology, Stephen Horn of CA, stated: 

"The goal now is to make sure the most important 
systems at the most important agencies can function in 
the new century. I believe that 40% of the Treasury's 
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IBM 370 systems will be uncorrected by the end o f the 
yedL 2001. The Dep~rtment of efense , with over 2,900 
systems to fix, will sti l a e 6 % corrected perhaps 
as far out as 2009 based on ~ e c rre rate o f 
progress. II 

The executive branch ca e _a-e co e scene as 
President Clinton. .per ha_s wi . we~ght ' er pers ona l 
problems on his mind. . 0 C ~s ear appo ed a n 
emergency response team to r ' e er e proble m . 
. two years after Sen. MOyn ' an wr e e President 
urging such a panel. In February C_i n appoint e d 
"The Year 2000 Conversion C c~':" · aired by ohn 
Koskinen, a former high r ank i_ anager for the 
OMB. It appears to be large_ a f r 
information sharing betwee 9 Its 
power to force action is no _ear. 

THE IRS AND THE FAA 

Some have noted with sa RS is 
woefully behind in upgrading ~-s _ _r sand 
will almost certainly be a ffe ::e': =-_ =:"-e: 'e past 
t he year 2000. There are more - ~ '~ ::erent 
generations of software sys te- --- ~ =' e RS at 
t he moment; no one individua _ - ~ -- -- - re han one 
or two and it seems that t he ea ~==- would be 
t o start fresh. No funds, howe-e= 
appropriated for such a large 

Does this help or hurt 
surprisingly, no one at the s~_ -
Most of us believe that anyth~r-_ 
slows down the revenue service 
(except, of course for refunds 
s eem to be much concern - e e_ 
_ about his branch of gove 
year 2000 problem. 

We get a very di~fere . 
comes to the FAA and lts a r 

Not 

when it 
~=::~O: =unc tion. 
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The FAA administrator, Jane Garvey, in testimony 
before congress in January of this year acknowledged a 
slow start. Reacting to a statement from a Virginia 
congressman, Tom Davis, that "for other agencies there 
are political ramifications. . for the FAA it's life 
and death." she stated "We will get this done". 

Now the FAA has 84 systems critical to its air 
traffic control operations that need upgrading. These 
include the FAA's Host Computer System - it's aging 
centerpiece that guides over 50,000 take offs, landings 
and safe passages in the airways every day. Despite 
Garvey's confident tone, testimony from others was 
bleak. 

"At the present pace they won't make it on time" 
testified GAO official Joel Willemssen. 

Said, Kenneth Mead, DOT's Inspector General, "the 
truth is that the FAA's most difficult problems lay 
ahead. " 

Stanley Graham, a 30 year IBM veteran who has 
worked with the air traffic control system, told 
congress: "The FAA must significantly accelerate their 
progress during the next few months or they won't come 
near making the deadline". 

Even Chairman Garvey, in response to reporters' 
questions after her testimony, said: "Can I give you 
an absolute, ironclad guarantee that we'll be ready? 
That probably would not be prudent." 

What happens if the FAA doesn't get the job done? 
One clue came from the Dutch national airline KLM. 
Earlier this year they signaled their concern in a 
press release stating that they will ground their 
planes on January 1st, 2000 if not completely assured 
that air traffic control systems are compliant and 
fully tested. 
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More likely would b e a l a rge c 
flights are sharply curtai led t f ' 
safe system capacity. 

b a ck in t ravel as 
i to a reduced but 

The IRS and FAA may b e t he ' s ' ble of public 
agencies affected by the p rob l e ere a r e plenty of 
others with far reaching conseque nces ' f not fixed i n 
time . For example: 

THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

The telephone system has Y2K prob ems that could 
resu l t in system failures and incorrect b ill s . Many 
state Public Utility Commiss ion s ha ve o rdered spec i al 
audits but have not yet reported pub ic y on their 
findings. 

WATER AND WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEMS 

Most modern systems tha t con r the treatment and 
distribution of drinking water a nd wa s t e water u s e 
micro-computers and "smart valves " tha t are c a lendar 
controlled. Problems with eithe r of t ese device s 
would result in total system fa i re s , f u rt her 
resulting in no (or contaminated ) dr' king water . 

ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION AND D STRIBUTION 

Powe r plants also use c omputer s y s tems that are 
date dependent for reliable opera t ' on. The nat ional 
power grid is at risk as the switch 'ng of power f r om 
areas in surplus to areas in need 's gove r ned by 
precise clock mechanisms. 

HIGHWAY AND RAILROAD SIGNAL ING 

Almost all highway tra ff ' c sys e s are c l ock 
controlled. Most have been _ ra ed ove r t he years 
from mechanical to computer o_ eya~ · on. Many of these 
are not year 2000 complian. _ce sa e i s t rue of 
railroad, light rail a nd sub'~_ s~gna ing devices. The 
failure of any of these co _ be acastrophic at worst 
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and would result in long delays and stalled auto and 
rail traffic at best. 

OIL AND GAS TRANSMISSION 

Oil and gas lines are controlled by computer 
systems that use smart valves. They are programmed to 
shut down in an emergency situation. Gas transmission 
officials indicated that a "wrong date" would be an 
emergency situation. 

HOSPITALS AND MEDICAL FACILITIES 

The American Hospital Association has reported 
year 2000 problems with lab equipment. Patient record 
systems that are now · computerized could put some 
records out of reach by filing them in the 1900 time 
slot, then removing them to "dead file" storage due to 
an automatic aging program. 

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS 

The GPS system is now used to ascertain accurate 
position for ships at sea and planes in motion. It is 
also used by truck fleet operators, campers and, 
increasingly, in automobiles for emergency location. 
The system depends on highly reliable clocks to 
function and these are not yet re-programmed and 
tested. 

With less than 400 days to go before January 1st, 
2000 we will have very little certain knowledge of the 
costs to cure this problem or the effects it will have 
on our lives. 

Software Productivity Research, a consulting firm 
working on Y2K, estimates it will cost $3.6 trillion. 
At the other end of the spectrum, BZW, the investment 
arm of Barclay's Bank, guesses $52 billion. If nothing 
else they illustrate how great is the uncertainty among 
experts on the dollar cost. The non-monetary effects 
on our lives may be greater still if that can be 
imagined. 
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There are hundreds of co pan es w rld wide that 
have come into being so lely to he p 0 her companie s and 
agencies solve the problem , ey ave created a boom 
industry that didn't exis t two years ago and will be 
gone in another two. Some respecced economist s p r edict 
that their disappearance , a nd the _ayoff of perhaps a 
half million internal program ers wor d - wide, will 
create a major recession, To keep h ' gs balanced 
there are plenty of others who be_ ' e e a the 
recession will come about as a res::' of broken sys t e ms 
going "un-fixed", Not sur pris ' g- , a e is sanguine 
about the outlook, ,perhaps e reason to hope 
for a happy outcome, 

As the oil drillers say: 
abundance when a great many pe 
in the most unl i kely places , lI 

THE APOCALYPSE 

. ~ -

e are _ 

I did much of the research : r - ' :s 
Internet, As those of you who " - is 
facility can imagine, when seare -=J : 
"ye ar 2000" or "millennium " t 
pages presented. Many of t he 
computer software, 

d 
it 

paper on the 
arve ous 
erms such a s 
sa ds of web 
g to do wi th 

For example, I learned t a - i=g :rom the J ulian 
to the Gregorian calendar invo e - ~e c ange o f t he 
simple rule fo r l e ap years (every: ur years) t o the 
more complex one in which c en ry ears would be leap 
years only if they were divis 'b_e ~ Thus, for 
example, 1700, 1800 and 19 00 are __ - :eap years whe reas 
2000 will be, And you heard ' ' ere : ' rst!! 

One site quoted tenth cen ry __ ':'s"orians who wrote 
that vast numbers believed God b r ' ng a n end to 
the world at the celebrat io ~ ~~e : ' rst mi llennium, 
That bel i ef is apparent ly s ~:: s ro.g, espec i a lly in 
the young. In a recent Ga :: , 61% o f adults and 
71% of teenagers said tha : ':eved "the world 
would come to an end or be . The article did 
not say when thi s was 9 
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I also discovered many web sites concerned with 
transformation of the world as we know it to something 
far better or worse - depending on the prophets one 
reads. The N.Y. Times pointed out that two important 
religious groups, the Mormons and Seventh Day 
Adventists, believe in an apocalyptic doom. This was 
reported in a business article exploring whether the 
investment portfolios of these religious groups follow 
their beliefs. A large portion of their holdings are 
in bonds maturing well after the year 2000. 

Wouldn't it be ironic if God decided - instead of 
ending the world in a cataclysmic explosion - to 
torture us with a technological time bomb that is 
already ticking away. .giving us years of frustration 
instead of sudden death. .and saving the real thing 
for yet another thousand years. 

OUR MAN IN RUSSIA 

May 11, 1998 Russell Dale Flick 

[The life and career of Dr. John Martin 
Crawford, Literary Club member 1883-1916. 
Consul-General to the Imperial Russian 
Government and translator of the epic 
'Kalevala.'] 

A period steamship of the RUSSIA LINE, out of 
England, throttled down to 'half,' 'slow,' 'dead slow' 
as her pilot took his marks on the buoys indicating the 
entrance of the navigation channel through the delta of 
the tannin brown Neva River. Earlier a sailor had 
dipped her ensign in deference to the massive sprawl of 
Peterhof Palace atop the low bluff to the ship's 
starboard; far to port passengers had glimpsed the 
masts and funnels of Russian war ships docked at the 




